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10 a.m. Emerging brands’ economic models
Round table led by Nicolas Santi-Weil

Nicolas Santi-Weil, General Director – AMI Paris.
Nicolas Santi-Weil is the General Director of AMI Paris. Prior to
that he was co-founder and General Director of The Kooples. He is a
member of the Fédération de la Haute Couture et de la Mode’s Advisory Board and also member of the DEFI’s executive board.

David Kang, President - Handsome Paris (Tom Greyhound
Paris) / Group Hyundai Dept. Store.
David Kang was born in Seoul and settled in Paris in 1995. In 2014 he
exported multibrand Tom Greyhound (already established in Seoul
since 2008) to the Haut Marais. He currently presides Handsome,
the Parisian concept store with a strong identity gathering emerging
brands and sophisticated accessories. Tom Greyhound also comes as
an eshop. At the start of 2019, he launched the brand System (Hyundai) founded eight years earlier with the idea of providing a contemporary architectured wardrobe with subtle details. System entered Paris
Fashion Week’s Official Calendar in January 2019.

Rok Hwang, Founder - ROKH.
Rok Hwang was designer for the couture house Céline under the
leadership of Phoebe Philo. He also worked with Louis Vuitton and
Chloé as a freelancer. In 2016, he founded his own brand Rokh.
His clothes are created in a timeless spirit and free from seasonal
constraints. His sense of aesthetics is elegant and made of details.
Deconstruction is combined with and a rough attitude. In 2018 Rokh
was the award winner of LVMH’s Jury’s Special Prize. He entered Paris Fashion Week®’ s Official Calendar in January 2019.

Stefano Martinetto, CEO - Tomorrow London.
Stefano Martinetto is chief executive of Tomorrow London (2011), a
business accelerator and development partner for emerging and established fashion talent. The company operates a breadth of services
including brand consultancy, showroom and distribution, atelier, digital strategy and experiential retailing, to empower designers and
enable them to realise their full potential. As the fourth generation,
Martinetto started his career in the family agency, A-L-E-X, before
starting his own venture by partnering with designers including Walter Von Bereindonk, Dirk Bikkembers and Helmut Lang , plus Puma
Black Station, Evisu and Raf Simons .
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Geoffrey Bruyère and Benoit Wojtenka, Co-Founders Bonne Gueule.
Geoffrey Bruyère and Benoît Wojtenka co-founded Bonne Gueule in
2007. Bonne Gueule started as a menswear coaching blog. The brand
then went through various stages, including editor for digital guides,
mooc and style coaching. Today it is the leading digital brand for men’s
fashion in France, and equally a network of experiential boutiques in
Paris, Lyon and Bordeaux. Lucrative and expanding rapidly, the company has 45 collaborators.

Stephanie Coudert, President – Maison Coudert.
Raised in Teheran, Bagdad and then Versailles, Stéphanie Coudert lives and works in Paris. She has an international vision of women and
a silhouette free of ties. Prizewinner at the 1999 Festival d’Hyères, she
creates unique pieces and limited editions, with a view to providing a
tool for freedom, for spirituality and for sensuality. Shes is distributed
in Paris, in Japan and in the Middle East. Stéphanie Coudert makes
tailored couture and receives in her workshop.

Victoria Feldman and Tomas Berzins, Co-Founders – Victoria/Tomas.
Victoria Feldman and Tomas Berzins founded their brand in 2012
following solo experience in various studios. In 2013, they were the
youngest finalists at the Hyères Fashion and Photography Festival.
Since Septembre 2017, the Victoria/Tomas brand has been registered
in Paris Fashion Week® ’s Official Calendar. Since then, their collections are available internationally and in leading stockists.
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11h30. Back to craft

Round Table led by Nadine Bayle

Nadine Bayle – Independent Journalist.
Nadine Bayle is a journalist and currently collaborates with Le
Monde and Business of Fashion for which she conducts surveys on
major societal and consumer trends (fashion, luxury, distribution
and cultural industries in particular). She has worked for major dailies and magazines in France (Le Figaro, Les Echos…) and as correspondent in the United States (Journal du Dimanche).

Sylvie Chailloux, Founder and Co-Manager -Textile du
Maine, OPCO2i Administrator.
Sylvie Chailloux founded Textile du Maine in 1984 after initial experience in a clothing company. Today the company, awarded with
the label Entreprise du Patrimoine Vivant, employs 50 people. The
company’s know-how allows for mastery of every stage of product
development in the field of women’s wear. Luxury « Made in France
» tailoring for the biggest French and foreign couture houses and
for emerging designers accounts for 100% of her business. Sylvie
Chailloux has always been at the forefront of changes within the industry and her expertise in the technical subjects of manufacturing
and organization is well renowned today. She is currently administrator for OPCO2i. She is particularly involved in innovation and
training issues.

Aymeric Le Deun, Founder – Aymeric Le Deun.
An art craftsman passionate about technique of all kinds, Aymeric
le Deun founded his workshop in 2007 and became specialized in
the manufacturing of traditional or customized buttons and buckles. He relies on classical methods such as fabric, leather or fur linings or linked to layering of thin and transparent materials. Bold,
he is constantly pushing the boundaries and is not afraid of updating the use of certain machines or even exploring age-old manufacturing methods. Diversity and cross-cutting in the projects which
he participates in are a daily source of enrichment, enabling him to
build bridges and hereby diversify his workshop’s activity. Aymeric
Le Deun is currently exhibiting at the Villa Noailles.

Hughes Jacquet, Sociologist and Historian.
Hugues Jacquet is a sociologist and a historian specializing in knowhow, its progression throughout history and the topicality of its aesthetic and socio-economic input. He is the author of « L’intelligence de la
main » (L’Harmattan – 2012), of articles and of several contributions to
collective works. He managed the encyclopedias « Wood » (2015), « Earth » (2016) and « Metal» (2018) within the collection « Savoir & Faire » («
Know How and Make ») coedited by Actes Sud and Hermès coroporate
foundation. He is currently editing a book on know-how in Versailles to
be published by Actes Sud in the Autumn of 2019 (Actes Sud – Château
de Versailles).

Alexia Tronel, Co-Founder & CEO - Atelier Bartavelle,
Co-Founder– ITINÉRANCE.
Alexia Tronel is a graduate in Economics. Her professional experience
in sustainable development led her from the corporate world to the UN
by way of NGOs. In 2014, she cofounded Bartavelle with Caroline Perdix, a graduate of the École de la Chambre Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne. This is a women’s and unisex clothes brand, member of the label
« Une autre mode est possible » (« Another kind of fashion is possible »).
In 2018, both launched the association ITINÉRANCE, a voluntary project dedicated to the development of clothes in collaboration with local
fashion players. They hereby test: short circuit production, sharing of
responsible practice for sustainable and desirable fashion.

Pascal Gautrand, Founder - Made in Town, Consultant Première Vision.
A graduate in fashion design and in textile conception, Pascal Gautrand
is trained to intervene at the heart of the the textiles-garment sector
and to master areas related to technique and creation. He also holds a
post-graduate diploma in management from the Institut Français de la
Mode, with which he cooperates today both as instructor and as consultant. After expanding his research on the issue of local production, he
founded «Made in Town» (2009), a consulting platform dedicated to
the enhancement of know-how. Since 2011, Pascal Gautrand has been
working in close collaboration with the Première Vision group. He
contributed to the launch of “Maison d’Exceptions”, a space in the Paris salon which reveals workshops full of unique know-how and then to
“Made in France” which is dedicated to French players from the luxury
textiles-clothing sector.

Priscilla Royer, Artistic Director– Maison Michel.
Priscilla Royer trained at Studio Berçot then at Central Saint Martins
School. In 2011, following experience at Vivienne Westwood, she came
back to found with her sister « Pièce d’Anarchive », a high end readyto-wear house which won the ANDAM award (2012) before vanishing
in 2014. In the autumn of 2015, she became Maison Michel’s Artistic
Director. In the course of the collections she became committed to a
pragmatic thinking process from the hat to the head : the aura of Maison Michel would include strong personalities, both feminine and
masculine, wearing head accessories designed around the obsessions
that drive Priscilla : technological innovation, alternative cultural and
historical references, wearability and cult attitude.
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15h30. Fashion By Night, today
Round Table led by Olivier Nicklaus

Olivier Nicklaus, Journalist, Producer and Scriptwriter.
Olivier Nicklaus created the “Style” pages of Les Inrockuptibles and
wrote for Vogue. He directed several documentaries including the
series Fashion! on three decades of fashion (Golden Eighties for the
80s, Antifashion for the 90s and Go Global for the 2000 decade).
He also participated in the programme La mode, La mode, La mode
on Paris Première, and currently leads the Catwalk Calling podcast
launched by the Fédération de la Haute Couture et de la Mode

Ludovic de Saint Sernin, Creative Director and Founder Ludovic de Saint Sernin.
Ludovic de Saint Sernin graduated in Fashion Design from l’ESAA
Duperré and was part of the design team at Balmain,before launching
his own label in June 2017. While he presents predominantly on male
models each piece is designed to be worn by women as well. In June
2018 he inaugurates a pop-up at À Rebours (Lafayette Anticipations)
The label represents a return to beauty, seen via sensuality and sexuality, with an exacting approach to design and make. In June 2018, Ludovic de Saint Sernin was awarded the ANDAM Creative Label Prize.
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Aladdin Charni, Founder - PériPate et Freegan* Pony .
Aladdin Charni is the founder of Freegan Pony the first ever restaurant to battle against food waste. The lack of diversity in Paris night life
drove him to organize his first evening in 2010. Having founded Mont
C and Pipi Caca, PériPate opened its doors in 2016 underneath Paris’s
ring road. Two years later, City Hall approved the location. As hybrid
project, a voluntary-based eatery and a free space all in one, the Freegan
Pony and the PériPate are pushing the Parisian population and institutions to reconsider their relationship to festivity and alternatives.
*Freegan: food wastage opponent and strong proponent of consuming
salvaged products..

Frédéric Hocquard, Paris Councillor Delegate for the Night,
Deputy at Mairie de Paris – Ville de Paris.
Frédéric Hocquard was elected Councillor of Paris Delegate for the
Night in 2014. Since October 2017 he has been deputy of the Mayoress
of Paris, Anne Hidalgo, in charge of night life and diversity in the cultural economy. As such, he is in charge of subjects coming under night
life, but also creation, artistic trades and in particular fashion in Paris.

Alice Pfeiffer, Journalist.
A fashion journalist, Alice Pfeiffer works with and has joined forces
with Les Inrocks, Le Monde, Antidote,Dazed & Confused, I.D, Vogue
Italie... She holds a Master in Gender Studies and one another in anthropology from the London School of Economics.

